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Orthomolecular medicine could be effective in the treatment of schizophrenia, a mental
disorder often treated with drugs. Thus, nutritional supplementation is essential to Dr.
Deficiency often plays a major role in the onset of the condition. This short, concise guide
explains the way the disorder can be diagnosed, what causes it and how exactly to effectively
treat it without medications. Hoffers method of schizophrenia.
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highly recommended All I can say is these things gets outcomes. Why haven't we heard about
his NOBEL PRIZE WINNING WORK? Actually if the orthomolecular technique wasn't effective,
which it really is, at least it is not harmful.A diet plan of vegeatables and lecithin,while
remaining off gluten and dairy releives depression also. This is an extremely useful book.
However we've not used these fantastic methods without regular high doses of mental health
medications... Should be atlanta divorce attorneys library. While conventional medicine can do
amazing issues with surgery and some other procedures, many conditions are much more safely
and efficiently treated using natural strategies, such as orthomolecular medication, than with
drugs. . We've been using the orthomolecular strategy for approximately a month, and it's
already needs to help. He can be down to half of his prescribed medicine and feeling better. I
wish everyone with loved ones who have mental problems would read this publication. It's just
too poor that doctors like Dr. Hoffer don't get the attention and credit they deserve. Anyone
who's, or has family members suffering from schizophrenia should read this I have been using
the supplement regimen prescribed in this publication for my son, who's schizophrenic and very
depressed. I cant recommend it extremely enough. An insightful publication by the pioneer in
dietary approaches to mental disorders. I'm not a conspiracy nut, nonetheless it makes me
question when I believe of just how many people in the medical establishment are producing so
much money from people being ill. Anyway, this book is excellent and very useful. Most
prescription drugs have become dangerous and cause more problems than they solve.. I have
already used a few of the treatments successfully. Sad fact is- there's no money in wellness- all
of the incentives in this "sickness maintenance" program are inverted.With high intake of niacin
which produces serotonin help. Brief and to the idea! Filled with excellent info and
understandable explanations of the biochemistry of your brain as it pertains to schizophrenia. If
Psychiatrists would examine this reserve, there could not be so many drugged out mental
individuals. If you or someone you care about have been identified as having schizophrenia I
would recommend buying this book. There is sound study behind the suggestions for helping
and actually healing schizophrenia by balancing the chemical substances that are lacking and
required by the mind. Food and supplements, not pharmaceutical drugs are the keys to assisting.
It gives general information about schizophrenia and specific dietary deficiencies or excesses,
and will be offering very detailed treatment programs. I wish it could be more accepted by
western medicine. It helped me while i was being effectively treated for Pyroluria (excessive
copper, deficient zinc, deficient b6). It has significantly improved her fatigue amounts, her blood
function, and her despair. She is less susceptible to the nightly voices so I would definitely say
that used with medicine, it could really really help. Great publication.The one downside is with
her energy up, she thinks she is suffering anxiety more. She actually is not used to having energy
or an improved quality of life so I frequently have to remind her that some energy plus some
stress is normal for our body. An excellent book for understanding the dietary causes and
solutions for Schizophrenia This is an excellent book for understanding the nutritional causes
and solutions for Schizophrenia that are completely overlooked by mainstream pharmaceutical
Psychiatry, apart from by a few exceptional holistic Psychiatrists.Whoever has a psychiatric
disorder should be encouraged to look into Supplement B3 (Niacin) to get off psycho-
pharmaceutical drugs that don't provide a cure. It will hardly ever end up being included
because mainstream aren't trained in natural remedies.Orthomolecular Treatment for
Schizophrenia (Good Health Guides) Great reference for the medical provider or lay person. 
Their medical license will not cover this which is why they enter trouble and actually lose their
medical license if they recommend natural remedies. Just in keeping them unwell. Using the



knowledge in this book successfully I actually am an in-house caregiver to someone you care
about with severe paranoid schizophrenia. It might be simply as useful for somebody with a
nonmedical background who wanted to help themselves or a family member get control of the
debilitating disease. Too bad that the knowledge gained in this difficult and controversial . Five
Stars Great! I hope the day will come when conventional medicine and alternative medicine
interact. Too awful that the knowledge gained in this difficult and controversial field by Abram
Hoffer (after more than 40years of practical treatment of schizophrenic or schizoid patients)
almost completely vanished when this Doctor died. Fortunately, the book remain available.
Good Book Good info for additional treatment of schizophrenia Five Stars helped Recommended
by my general practitioner.) of truth. Pellagra & Schizophrenia WILL BE THE SAME, Nutrient
Deficiencies. Psychiatrist Dr Abram Hoffer MD PhD treated and cured patients with
Schizophrenia until his loss of life in '09 2009, for fifty five years with Vitamin B3, otherwise
known as Niacin. This publication highlights that Pellagra and Schizophrenia are one and the
same disease, one becoming more intense compared to the additional in its requirement of
nutrient supplementation. Specifically shameful since it provides been known since early last
hundred years. One Star not as expected.To high histamine levels. No profit making people
healthy. Hope for Schizophrenics. This is an excellent handbook about treating schizophrenia
with nutrition and supplementation This is a fantastic handbook about treating schizophrenia
with nutrition and supplementation. The info in this publication has helped me enhance the
quality of life for my cherished one tremendously. Excellent book! For anyone currently
struggling with Schizophrenia and hasn't seen results from medications they have been
prescribed, or anyone looking to lower or end their medications because of negative effects, this
book is for you. It offers a natural method to treating Schizophrenia, from severe Schizophrenia
to chronic Schizophrenia. With it is present the hope, that eventually the progress made in the
understanding of the brain machine will decide, truly scientifically, if the molecular mechanism
proposed by this writer to describe and treat his individuals contained a little bit (or even more!
It's criminal that many natural practitioners are overlooked, ridiculed or also persecuted. We still
use medicines recommended by a psyche doctor but we utilize the niacin too. Among the best
books written on schozophrenia One of the best books written on schozophrenia..
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